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spray) classes. And just in case anything was
missing, private instruction is also available.

A Hot Barrel is a Happy Barrel
Sensing the demand for more specialized train-

ing opportunities; Marty Hayes introduced 13 dif-
ferent Special Interest Seminars in 2006. Recently,
Marty, assisted by Rick Bressler, put on the Close
Quarters Carbine seminar. From the onset, this
seminar was all business. After covering range
safety, we immediately began practicing malfunc-
tion and transition drills. Next were 25-yard, off-
hand single and double taps. We shot while walk-
ing toward targets, away from targets, across from
right to left, and back in front of targets. We were
drilled on rapid target acquisition at 4, 7, 10 and
15 yards. We engaged single and multiple targets
in daylight, low light and in darkness. We engaged
multiple moving targets, with shoots and no-shoots
crossing in front of one another 270 degrees
around the shooter. The last exercise was a house
clearing using a dynamic entry technique. Try that
at your local range!

The varying distances highlighted the strengths
and weaknesses of different sighting systems. The
sights on an AR-15 have approximately 1-1/2 inch-
es of mechanical offset at short ranges. (In other
words, the bullet strikes low.) This is also common
with the various red-dot sights such as the EOTech,
Aimpoint, Trijicon Tri-Power and ACOGs. This
became more evident while in the dark house. The

shooter next to me had an amazingly tight group
that was centered horizontally, but was too low. To
strike in the center of the A-zone, he needed to
shoot at an imaginary line drawn from armpit to
armpit. After making this adjustment, his groups
were dead on.

A Little Red Dot
Four of the students – including myself – had

Crimson Trace laser grips on their carbines. When-
ever there was movement involved, whether by
the shooter or the target, it was really hard to beat
that little red dot on the target. Due to FDA regula-
tions, lasers available for civilian use are limited to
five milliwatts. This level of brightness is useful out
to about out to 15 yards on a bright sunny day,
about 50 yards under favorable daylight conditions
and about 100 yards at night. My Crimson Trace
VF-302 Vertical Foregrip was sighted in to point of
impact at ten yards, which worked out perfectly
for all of the shooting we did at the CQC Seminar.
With each drill, I did half to two-thirds of the repe-
titions without the use of the laser. When I turned
it on, though, this fighting business got a whole lot
easier. Having the laser was a lot like cheating. If
someone were trying to kill you, wouldn’t you
want to do a little cheating? 

At the end of the day, we had acquired some
defensive software that you can only get from
good instruction, a hot barrel, and a dirty gun on a
great range facility.

Close Quarters Carbine Continued from Page 22 
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